Conventional Experiences
BARILOCHE, ARGENTINA
Half Day Small Circuit (3½ hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy the scenic ‘Small Circuit’, a route surrounded by unique spots and a handful of truly spectacular
lookout points to contemplate the wonders of nature. Along the trail, you will also find tea houses and
restaurants offering up tasty treats and palate-pleasing delights as well as hand-woven textiles, candles,
and many other kinds of handicrafts to discover.

Full Day Victoria Island and Arrayan Forest (8hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day excursion sailing on spectacular Nahuel Huapi Lake and visit two unique forest habitats –
Victoria Island and Los Arrayanes National Park. Navigate to Quetrihue Peninsula and enjoy a nature walk
through the remaining arrayan forest in Los Arrayanes National Park. Then, stroll through a coniferous
forest on Victoria Island, with amazing views of the lake and its surroundings.

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
Half Day City Tour (5hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private guided tour of this impressive city which combines the atmosphere of an old European
town with the features of a Latin American capital. Get to know the diversity of its neighbourhoods and
acquire a deep understanding of its history, architecture and culture.
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Full Day San Isidro & Tigre with Lunch at Gato Blanco (navigation in Tigre) (7hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private guided visit to San Isidro (Buenos Aires’ most exclusive residential district), and
Tigre, the gateway to the astonishing Paraná River Delta, whose natural beauty and fresh air you will be
able to witness while sailing through it. Once you arrive into Tigre, you will do a small tour of the city,
passing yacht clubs, waterfront houses on stilts, a market, and the house and museum of former
Argentina president Sarmiento, who encouraged people to make their homes here. You will then enjoy a
navigation where you will discover how the inhabitants of the delta turned it from a swampy area into a
developed region with grass paths and canals of fresh water.

Full Day Estancia La Bamba (10hs)
Season: year-round | Does not accept children under 12-years-old
Enjoy a country day in the picturesque Argentinean Pampas and its beautiful grasslands. Get lost in the
old streets of San Antonio de Areco, one of the oldest towns in Argentina, which invites you to return to
the eighteenth century with its narrow colonial streets, church, bars and museums.
Then proceed to enjoy a country day at the splendid Estancia "La Bamba de Areco" that, rooted in
Argentine and Gaucho history, is one of the oldest Argentinian colonial style estancias. Here you will
enjoy activities such as excursions on horseback, by carriage, or mountain bike, Argentinean bowls game,
hot stone massages (not included in the price). And of course, have a try of the authentic gaucho
traditions such as asados and mate tasting.

Full Day Estancia Candelaria del Monte (10hs)
Season: Oct to May
Enjoy a country day in the picturesque Argentinean Pampas and its beautiful grasslands. Set within
spacious grounds featuring centenary old Sycamores, Elms and Pines, Candelaria del Monte is a charming,
family owned estancia and working ranch that dates back to the 1830 -and it feels like it- it's incredibly
quiet here, seemingly disconnected from the modern world.
Hop up on one of the estancia's rugged Criollo horses for a guided ride across the property - you can even
help the ranch-hands herd cows if you're really in the mood. The country day includes activities inside the
Estancia (horseback riding, swimming pool, herding cows, cart riding, use of tennis court), use of common
facilities, and lunch with wine.
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Full Day Estancia El Ombu de Areco (10hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a country day in the picturesque Argentinean Pampas and its beautiful grasslands. Get lost in the
old streets of San Antonio de Areco, one of the oldest towns in Argentina, which invites you to return to
the eighteenth century with its narrow colonial streets, church, bars and museums.
Then proceed to enjoy a country day at the Estancia “El Ombu de Areco”, where you can enjoy activities
such as horseback riding throughout the 300-hectare estancia accompanied by gauchos, enjoying the
Pampa with its birds and animals, and observing the cattle grazing or feeding their young or wander
around the park among the ancient trees and scented flowers.

Rojo Tango (3hs dinner/show, 4hs total)
Season: year-round | Closed on Dec 24th
Enjoy one of Buenos Aires’ best tango escapes in the luxurious Faena Hotel. Rojo Tango dinner and show
promises passion, madness and glamour expressed through the beauty and history of tango. An
incredible tango experience that travelers looking for exclusiveness simply can't be missed. Only shows
can be booked as well.

Gala Tango (3hs dinner/show, 4hs total)
Season: year-round
Get in close contact with the sensual music and dance of the Tango, Argentina's major cultural export.
The Gala Tango dinner show was specially created by La Ventana Tango House with a focus on those
travelers looking for exclusive experiences with distinguished service. Gala Tango's elegant VIP dining
room in La Ventana's carefully restored conventillo is ideally located in the historic neighborhood of San
Telmo, offering a superb tango and folklore show nightly with the very best of tango culture on display.
Only shows can be booked as well.
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Esquina Carlos Gardel (3hs dinner/show, 4hs total)
Season: year-round
Get in close contact with the sensual music and dance of the Tango, Argentina's major cultural export.
Take in a tango dinner show at Esquina Carlos de Gardel (VIP menu), where elegance and splendour share
every corner of this dazzling place. The show, with its incomparable technical display and an artistic
proposal at the international level, weaves the audience into a mystic tango atmosphere. The sensuality
underlying all choreographic patterns, combine in a vivid tribute to tango. The orchestra mingles both
dancers and voices, thus reaffirming unparalleled interpretative standards well worth of clap standing
ovation. After the show ends, you are driven back to your hotel. Only shows can be booked as well.

EL CALAFATE, ARGENTINA
Full Day Perito Moreno (7hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private guided excursion to the most beautiful glacier of Glaciers National Park: the Perito
Moreno Glacier. It originates at the Continental Ice field and descends through colossal mountains, to
penetrate into the waters of Argentino Lake. This unique landscape is framed by the greenest of forests,
and the most colorful flowers. The exclusive glacier excursion will allow you to devote all the time you
want to explore this incredible place.

Full Day Perito Moreno Mini Trekking (1h 40m on the Glacier) (9hs)
Season: Aug to May | only for people between 10-65 years-old
Enjoy a full day Mini–Trekking program to the most beautiful glacier of Glaciers National Park: the Perito
Moreno Glacier. It originates at the Continental Ice field and descends through colossal mountains, to
penetrate into the waters of Argentino Lake. This unique landscape is framed by the greenest of forests,
and the most colorful flowers. The exclusive glacier excursion will allow you to devote all the time you
want to explore this incredible place.
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Full Day Rivers of Ice (7hs)
Season: Year-round
Enjoy a full day saillling excursion at Spegazzini and Upsala Glaciers. The tour covers the northern arm of
Argentino Lake traveling the Spegazzini and Upsala glaciers, entering the bays formed and also includes
navigation on the cord icebergs located about 12 miles from Upsala Glacier.

Full Day Estancia Cristina Discovery Program (13hs)
Season: Oct 1st to Apr 30th
Enjoy a full day excursion to the Upsala Glacier and Estancia Cristina (Discovery Program), a unique spot
in Los Glaciers National Park. Highlights of this fascinating day include impressive sailing through the
Argentino Lake surrounded by the most amazing light blue colored icebergs, a historical visit to an old
Patagonian farm and 4X4 wheel drive ride to a panoramic spot of the Upsala Glacier.

IGUAZU, ARGENTINA
Full Day Tour Argentine Falls (9hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a comprehensive guided tour of Iguassu Falls appreciating the falls from the Upper and Lower
Circuit trails and the Devil's Throat, the most impressive cascade of the falls. Experience direct contact
with the environment while enjoying an ecological open train ride in the middle of the jungle; sensing the
aromas, weather variations and the sounds of the forest.

Half Day Tour Brazilian Falls (4hs)
Season: year-round
Considered a wonder of the world and most definitely the most spectacular in the world the Iguassu Falls
are an unforgettable spectacle of nature. After a short drive through the subtropical vegetation of the
park, enjoy of amazing panoramic views from the viewing platform at the foot of the falls, over which
seems to pour most of the Iguassu River at the phenomenal rate of 13,000 cubic meters a second.
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MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Full Day Lujan de Cuyo (7hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private wine tour in Lujan de Cuyo. Visit the most beautiful and ancient vineyards in
Mendoza, embedded in a landscape of ditches, willows and the Andes mountains range. Outstanding
vineyards that combine passionate people, experience and friendship to create remarkable wines. You
will taste some of the best wines of the region, produced by some of Argentina’s most respected and
experienced winemakers.

Full Day Uco Valley (9hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private tour to Valle de Uco, birthplace of much of the argentine wine which conquers
followers throughout the world with its author wines, amazing views of the Andes mountains, and
splendid boutique hotels resting at the Cordon del Plata foothills.

Full Day High Mountain Tour (8hs)
Season: year-round
Amaze your senses with the breathtaking views of the Andes Mountains in Mendoza. Leave the
countryside behind to enter the pre-mountain range area, passing through several small mountain towns
framed by mountainous landscapes with changing colors and filled with various geological formations.
Really an amazing way to see and experience the spectacular wilderness areas of the Andes.
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PUERTO MADRYN, ARGENTINA
Full Day Peninsula Valdes (12hs)
Season: year-round (whale watching from Jun to Dec)
During this full day tour you will be able to appreciate the flora and fauna of the territory. You will have a
first idea of the geography of the peninsula, coastal features, Bird Island, part of the gravel paths and
their derivations. As for whale watching you will take a boat that will approach you extremely close to the
whales, so you can appreciate them, while your guide explains their behavior. Moving on, you will visit
Caleta Valdes, a colony of elephant seals and sea lions located at the eastern end of the peninsula. Then,
it continues to Punta Norte, another colony of marine fauna located on the northeast corner.

Full Day Punta Tombo and Rawson (10hs)
Season: Sep to Mar
In Punta Tombo you will be able to see the largest and greatest continental reserve of Magallan penguins.
In here they nest, breed, and have their young and molt before undertaking their return trip towards the
northeastern coast of South America returning the following year. The penguins coexist with other
marine birds that have chosen this site to nest like the kelp gull or southern gull, skuas, two species of
cormorants -Royal and Rock, steamer ducks, Antarctic doves, and several giant species of sea birds
including petrels.

USHUAIA, ARGENTINA
Half Day National Park (4hs)
Season: year-round
In this tour you will discover the true nature of the secret within the National Park Tierra del Fuego. With
a specialized guide it is possible to get to know in detail this recovered paradise that guards the
southernmost forest of Argentina, and the fresh water of rivers and lakes mix with the sea.
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Full Day National Park + Beagle Navigation (10hs)
Season: Oct to Apr
In this tour you will discover the true nature of the secret within the Tierra del Fuego National Park. You
will walk around 3 hours through the forest, along the shore of the Beagle Channel, and the bays Lapataia
and Ensenada. On the way back from the National Park, you will head towards the tourist local wharf to
start the Navigation crossing Ushuaia’s wide Bay until reaching the Beagle Channel across Paso Chico.
There you will sail around La Isla de los Pajaros where you will see skuas, albatros of black eyebrow,
steamer ducks, cauquenes and dolphin gull; and la Isla de Lobos where you can observe seals of one and
two hair. Both islands belong to the Archipelago Bridges. When come to the Les Eclaireurs Lighthouse
(The Illuminators), you will be able to see the colonies of Imperial and Rock Cormorants; and also listen
the history of the sinking SS of the Monte Cervantes who led in 1930.

Lakes Off-Road (8hs)
Season: year-round
Lakes Off-Road is an amusing, intense and friendly way to discover the secrets hidden behind the
Southern Andes Range. From above the Andes, you’ll get a view of Escondido Lake (Hidden Lake), a little
wonder that hides at the bottom of a valley. Afterwards, the enormous Fagnano Lake, impressive and
great, you’ll be the main attraction.
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